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In the process of founding, Taosim has absorbed many folks cultures and beliefs,
vary from traditional god worshipping, Tao thinking of Pre-Qin Dynasty, theology
to Tao of HuangLao. Besides, it had also absorbed Confucianism, Buddhism,
Moism, YinYang and other traditional thoughts. In the traditional “three religions”
relationship, Buddhism is a religion originated from country out of China,
therefore, there are closer bonding between Confucianism and Taoism. In
consideration of this factor, this article tends to research and analyze the
incorporation of Confucianism into Taosim from The Han Dynasty to Southern
and Northern Dynasty in which this action first started. This action continue for the
following dynasties.
This article compares Confucianism and Taoism in various aspects. It started
from analyze the relationship between Confucianism and Taosim in the scope of
“three religions”. It begins from Han Dynasty and ends at Southern and Northern
Dynasty. Subsequently, it focus on the theme of this article, i.e. “Incorporation of
Confucianism into Taoism”, in which it lines out the internal reasons and the
external factors of “Incorporation of Confucianisme into Taoism” and the ways
and means of this practice. The reason of listed out all the interactions history of
Confucianism and Taoism is particularly intends to prove that the core culture of
China are formed jointly by Confucianism and Taoism.
The following four chapters is designed to compare Confucianism and Taoism in
various aspects, they are the ethical thinking of Confucianism and the rules &
regulation of Taoism, the religious thinking of Confucianism and the theory of
Taoism, the etiquette of Confucianism and the praying ceremony of Taoism, and
lastly the Saint in Confucianism and the God in Taoism. The first comparison is
on ethical thinking whereas the remaining three comparisons are of religion













actual facts, when comparing Confucianism and Taoism, most researches were
focus on the ethical thinking of this two teachings, this reseach paper has
extended the comparison into the religion espect.
Eventhough the core theme of this article is to research about Taoism, however,
the Confucianism is equally important whereby it described during the process of
“Incorporation of Confucianisme into Taoism from Han Dynasty to Southern and
Northern Dynasty”, the ethical thinkings and other values of Confucianism has
been successfully spreaded into a wider aspects of society via Taoism.
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